LCHOLSET - Ultimate Hollowing Tool System

System Includes:
- 18” Overall, 6-1/2” Blade Handle
- 6 Replaceable HSS Blades
  - A - Mushroom Cutter (use to mushroom cap)
  - B - Nose Cutter
  - C - Angle Tip Cutter
  - D - Rounded, Side Cutter
  - E - 5/8” Round Cutter (smooth finishing)
  - F - 1/2” Round Cutter (smooth finishing, smaller bowls)
- Allen Wrench

This handy hollowing tool system is an innovative bowl turning system. Designed to accomplish multiple surface finished tasks. The blades that include are designed to accommodate a variety of angled hollowing jobs and hard to reach corners.

- Blades are attached from the bottom of the tool, large diameter up (See Diagram A) to replace or reposition the blade, gently lock or unlock the set screw to loosen or tighten the blade.
- Angle of the blades is adjustable to the required position (See Diagram B)
- Pick and use the blade head to match your bowl design (See Diagram C)
- When engaging the woods, lift the handle end slightly up to cut into wood.
- To sharpen the blade, just run a diamond sharpening plate or sharpening stone across the larger diameter, flat surface of the blade.